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Distribution Transformers

Langley Engineering are able to offer an extensive range of transformers. Meeting the needs of most
DNO Specifications as well as Midel and Resin type transformers for the Private networks up to
36kv. With a wide range of manufacturers to ensure the optimal solution for the customer including
the scope to match the LV and HV Switchgear together with the suitable GRP housings.

Padmount Transformers

The term ‘Padmount transformers’ has become a generic expression for up to 200 kVA 3 phase ground
mounted transformer with its own protection and even switching options either via elbow connectors
or built in sectionalising switches. The primary use of these is to replace pole mounted transformers in
rural areas, and in urban areas where traditional substations with ring main units is considered an overkill. 

These transformers sit on a concrete pad. The LV compartment is protected by padlock and a further
special key, and the HV compartment has a further padlock, accessed through the LV compartment.

Fixed Load Transformers

The fixed load transformer is an up to 0.5 kVA MV/LV transformer which can fill the need for an
economical secondary voltage source where in areas of low load density, the cost of providing
voltage can be quite high. They can be used to supply control equipment and charge batteries
when necessary. 

Distribution Switchgear

We work with a variety of major and more specialist manufacturers to provide a wide range of
Switchgear solutions to meet DNO specifications and Private Network requirements. Our wide range
of products includes Ring Main Units, Metering Units, Circuit breakers, GRP Housings as well as indoor
and outdoor extensible and non extensible switchgear at up to 36kv. .
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Voltage Regulators

In any power distribution network, maintaining the system voltage within the stipulated limits can be
an issue for long distribution lines, with voltage drop being the main problem.

In addition to this, the growth of distributed generation such as PV and wind farms can cause voltage
fluctuations and overall power quality issues.  

The use of voltage regulators in various configurations can provide 10% or 15% regulation, and are
available for voltages up to 36kV and can be pole or station mounted.

Separable Connectors and Surge Arrestors

Langley Engineering supply a wide range of separable connectors to the MV distribution industry.
These are sourced from world renowned manufacturers including Eaton Power Systems (formerly
Coopers Ltd) 3M and Pfisterer. 
Surge Arrestors are tireless protectors of expensive equipment against transient voltages. 
The modern day surge arrestor is a reliable and cost effective device. The Distribution Networks
Operators have started to use these device more extensively to protect pole mounted transformers,
switchgear and cable sections.

Cable Leads

As a service to our customers, we manufacture pre-terminated MV cable leads for use typically between
an MV transformer and its isolator, ring main switch or terminal box. We offer customers a package to
include the cable leads, cleats (single and trefoil) and insulated boots should they be required.

In the course of a day our jointers make up to 40 MV cable terminations. These will either be
screened separable connectors, coldshrink and heatshrink terminations. Cable lengths range
typically from 2 to 20m.

• Buchholz Relays
• Pressure Relief Devices
• Level Gauges
• Oil Level Indicators

• CRS (Combined Insulation Bushings)
• Breathers
• Transformer Temperature Control Units
• Self Dehydrating Breathers

Transformer Accessories

A range of transformer accessories from COMEM including:
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